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TAUBERIAN THEOREMS

FOR THE LAPLACE-STIELTJES TRANSFORM

C. J. K. BATTY

Abstract. Let a : [0, oo) —► C be a function of locally bounded variation,

with rt(0) = 0 , whose Laplace-Stieltjes transform g(z) = ff e~z da(t) is

absolutely convergent for Re z > 0 . Let E be the singular set of g in «R,

and suppose that 0 ^ £. Various estimates for limsup,^^ \a(t) - g(Q)\ are

obtained. In particular, a(t) —► #(0) as t —» oo if

(i)    E is null,

(ii)    sup  sup
y€E   «>o

(iii)    lim  lim sup    sup    \a(s) — a(t)\ = 0.
¿10     /-.oo   t-â<s<t

This result contains Tauberian theorems for Laplace transforms, power series,

and Dirichlet series.

1. Introduction

There have recently appeared several theorems of Tauberian type concerning

the convergence of power series, Dirichlet series, and Laplace transforms on the

boundaries of their natural domains of convergence [1, 2, 5, 7, 8, 11]. Up to

a point, they can be formulated in the common language of Laplace-Stieltjes

transforms.

If a : [0, oo) —► C is a function which is of locally bounded variation, and if

g(z)=        e~ztda(t)
Jo

is absolutely convergent whenever Re z > 0, then g defines an analytic func-

tion in this region. Choosing a appropriately, one can arrange that g is

either a power series in e~z , g(z) = Y^=oane~"Z > a Dirichlet series g(z)

= T,Z\ann~(i+Z) > or a Laplace transform g(z) = /0°° e~ztfi(t)dt. If 0 is a

regular point of g, a theorem of A. E. Ingham [3] gives an estimate for

limsup^^ \a(f) - g(0)\ in terms of the distance from 0 to the singular set of
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g and other estimates on a . If the singular set is empty and the other estimates

can be obtained in the right form, it is possible to deduce that a(t) —► g(0) and

similarly /0'e~',s(ia(j) —> g(irj) for all regular points it]. Thus if g is either

a Dirichlet series with bounded coefficients (a ) or the Laplace transform of a

bounded function /, and g has no singularities on the imaginary axis, then

a(t) ^ g(0), so that Yla„ converges or  f0°° fi(s)ds converges conditionally.

These special cases of Ingham's theorem have recently been given elegant

proofs, by means of contour integration, by Newman [7] for Dirichlet series,

and by Korevaar [5] and Zagier [11] for Laplace transforms, in each case as part

of an elementary proof of the Prime Number Theorem. The case of power series

is more intricate, partly because there are always singularities on the circle of

convergence, and partly because it is not possible to obtain exactly the conditions

needed for Ingham's theorem. However, Katznelson and Tzafriri [4] obtained

one result for power series with a single singularity, and this was extended to

other cases in [1] by means of an adaptation of Newman's method. In [2] these

ideas were used again for Laplace transforms, giving new Tauberian theorems.

The papers [1, 2, 4] all had specific applications to operator theory in mind.

The Tauberian theorems in [1, 2, 5, 7, 11] have the following form. Let a be

of a specified type, and suppose that the singular set IE of g on the imaginary

axis is (Lebesgue) null, and that

(1.1) sup sup
y€E    00

Then

(1.2) /  e~l,,s da(s) —► g (in)       as t —<• 00 for all t] in R\E.
Jo

This result is not valid without some constraint on a apart from those men-

tioned in the second paragraph—there is an example in [2] where a is (vector-

valued) continuously differentiable and bounded, ||a'(f)|| < c(l + /), and E is

empty, but (1.2) fails for all t].

This raises the question as to what conditions, in addition to nullity of E

and (1.1), ensure (1.2). It will be shown in Corollary 2.6 that it is sufficient that

(1.3) lim  lim sup   sup    \a(s) - a(t)\ = 0.
S)0      t-,00    t-S<s<t

This result can be deduced from the corresponding result for Laplace trans-

forms of bounded functions [2]. Now (1.3) is satisfied for Dirichlet series with

bounded coefficients as well as for Laplace transforms of bounded functions.

However, for power series, the position is slightly different. Then (1.3) becomes

and it may not be clear, a priori, that (1.4) holds. Indeed, if (1.4) is known,

then a classical theorem of M. Riesz (see [9]) shows that 2~^a„z" converges at

all regular points. In the applications to operator theory in [1, 4], the important

/Jo
da(s) < 00.
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conclusion was that (1.4) follows from the assumptions that (af¡ is bounded,

E is null, and (1.1) holds. The Tauberian theorem proved in [1], and hence

the validity of (1.4), can be deduced from the corresponding result for Laplace

transforms of bounded functions [2] (see §5).

Apart from showing that ( 1.3) is a suitable condition for a Tauberian theorem

for Laplace-Stieltjes transforms, we also give several other estimates on

lim sup /  e  'ns da(s) - g(it])
Jo

They take a different form to Ingham's estimate, and some of them are anal-

ogous to results of Ransford [8] for power series. An interesting consequence

is an analogue of the theorem of Riesz, showing that conditional convergence

of /0°° e~m da'f) for any value of t] implies conditional convergence for all

regular points in (Corollary 2.5).

The main results are stated in §2 and proved in §3, and there follow inter-

pretations for Laplace transforms, power series, and Dirichlet series. The last

two sections contain some refinements of the stability theorems for operators

obtained in [2, 6]. Further developments of these may be found in [12].

I am very grateful to W. Arendt and T. J. Ransford for several valuable

discussions on this subject and for their perceptive remarks, some of which

have been included in the paper. I am also grateful to the referee for having

pointed out a number of inaccuracies in the original version.

2. The main theorems

Throughout, a will be a (strongly) measurable function on [0, oo), taking

values in C (or, more generally, in any Banach space), and satisfying

rOO

(2.1) /     e~xl\a(t)\dt<oo
Jo

for each x > 0. We shall consider the analytic functions

roo

g(z) = z        e~zsa(s)ds - a(0)       (Rez>0),
Jo

g(z) = e~z'a(t) + z [ e~zsa(s)ds - a(0)       (zgC, t>0).

Jo

Let

E = {y e R : iy is a singular point of g }.

Let t] be a fixed point in R\£\ Our aim is to estimate

G := lim sup \ g fit]) - g (it])\
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in terms of quantities depending on a, E , and t],  such as

M : = inf lim sup \a(t) - a\ ,
aeC     /-.oo

L : = lim  lim sup   sup    \a(s) - a(t)\ ,
«510       «-.ce    t-S<s<t

A : = lim sup
s , t—.oo

a(t) - a(s)

t-s

p: sup
y€E

d : = inf I y
y€E

Remarks. 1. If £ is empty, our results are still applicable—one should con-

ventionally regard p = 0 and d = oo—and some of them are already known

[3, 5, 7, 9]. Otherwise the results are applicable only under assumptions on a

which ensure that L, M , or A is finite.

2. If a is of locally bounded variation, then partial integration gives

giz) -fJo
da(s), g,(z.

-!'•./()
da(s),

provided that the former integral is absolutely convergent whenever Rez >

0. If, in addition, a is locally absolutely continuous, then there is a locally

integrable function / such that

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)

a(t) = a(0)+ f f(s)ds,
Jo

roc

giz)= /
Jo

*,(*) = /"'Jo

zsfi(s)ds,

sfi(s)ds.

3. Traditionally, a Tauberian theorem gives information about the limiting

behaviour of gt(0) = a(t) - a(0). Our results give information about gt(ir¡)

(where t] should be thought of as being nonzero—see Remark 5 at the end

of this section) in terms of a. However, if the results are applied with a(t)

replaced by a (t) := gt(in) and t\ replaced by -r\, then they give information

about the original a(t) in terms of a . Note that when a is replaced by a ,

then g(z), gt(z), and E are replaced by g(z + it]), gfz + it]), and E - t]

respectively, while the value of A is unchanged.

We now state the main results and make some further remarks about them.

The proofs will be given in the next section, and the following three sections

show how our theorems relate to known results.

Theorem 2.1. // a is bounded on [t, oo) for some x > 0 (so that M < oo),

then

G<2 l- + ma\(p, 1) ) M.
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Theorem 2.2. Suppose that a is Lipschitz on [t , oo) for some x > 0 (so that

A < oo). Then

(2.5, <7<f.
Hence, for any regular point in,  sup/>0 |á?,(i»/)| < oo.   If, in addition,  a is

bounded on [x, oo) (for example, if 0 is regular), then

G<2Í-min(p, I) + pj M.

Theorem 2.3. If a is bounded on [x, oo) for some x > 0 (so that M < oo),

then

G<2[-min(p, I) + p] M + L.
71

If E is empty and L is finite (but M is possibly infinite), then G < L.

Theorem 2.4. Let E' be a closed subset of E such that E\E' is null and

Let

sup   sup|g((z»| < 00.
yeE\E' f>0

p = sup
y€E' \y-i\

(with p = 0 if E' is empty). Then Theorems 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 remain valid

with E and p replaced by E' and p .

Corollary 2.5. Suppose that lim^^ gfiC) exists for some Ç in R. Then

linu^^ gfitj) = g(itj) for all regular points it].

Corollary 2.6. Suppose that E is null, and

(2.6) sup sup|g(z»| < oo,
yeE   «>0

(2.7) lim lim sup   sup    \a(s) - a(t)\ = 0.
S)0      i-*oo     t-S<s<t

Then

(2.8) gfitj) -► g(it])   as t -> oo

for all regular points.

Remarks. 1. If p > 1 (that is, if it] is close to a singular point of g ), Theorem

2.1 is analogous to, but more general than, [8, Theorem 1.1], and it will be

proved by refining the argument of [2, Lemma 3.1] along lines parallel to those

of [8].

2. The last statement of Theorem 2.2 is clearly a special case of Theorem

2.3, and we shall consider the case when a is Lipschitz in more detail in §4.

However, we have included the statement here because Theorem 2.3 will be

deduced from it.
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3. The estimates obtained in Theorems 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 are not necessarily

optimal. Let

M* = lim sup |a(s) - a(t)\.
s ,t—>oo

A variation of the proofs in §3 (in particular, the estimates (3.1) and (3.2))

shows that G < 2M* max(p, 1) and G < 2M*p + L. If a is complex-valued,

then \fÄ>M < M* < 2M (M* = 2M if a is real-valued), so these estimates

are less sharp than Theorems 2.1 and 2.3. However, if a takes values in an

arbitrary Banach space (so M < M* < 2M), the estimates in terms of M*

may be sharper.

4. In the setting of Example 2.5b) of [2], let a be the bounded (vector-valued)

function eft) = T(t)y. Then E is empty, but M* = 2e~~ , M = e~ = G

for any value of t]. Thus the estimate in Theorem 2.2 may fail if a is not

Lipschitz. Similarly, Corollary 2.6 may fail if (2.7) is not satisfied.

5. If 0 is a regular point, and we take t] = 0 (so that p = 1 unless E is

empty), then it is easily seen that G < M* < 2M. For any «* > /0 > 0,

/•OO

\g,(0) - g(0)\ = lim \g,(0) - g(x)\ = lim /     xe~xs (a(t) - a(s)) ds
.Y|0 x)0 Jq

<limsup<x /    \a(t) - a(s)\ds +        xe~>s \a(t) - a(s)\ ds >
-vio     (    Jo Ji0 J

<   sup |q(í) - a(s)\.
s,t>l0

6. If a is increasing and locally absolutely continuous, and 0 <£ E, then

G = 0. For, a is given by (2.2) where / > 0 and the Pringsheim-Landau

theorem [10, p. 117] shows that fi(t)e is integrable over [0, oo) for some

X > 0. It is then immediate that g,(it]) —> g(ir¡).

1. The conclusion (2.8) of Corollary 2.6 "almost" implies condition (2.7)

( L = 0 ). With aft) = gt(iQ , (2.8) certainly implies that

(2.9) lim lim sup   sup    |a,(s) - af(i)| = 0
¿10     /^oo    i-3<s<t     ;

for almost all Ç . Under certain conditions, it follows from elementary estimates

that (2.9) holds for all £ . Conversely, if (2.9) holds for some Ç , and E is null

and (2.7) holds, then (2.8) holds (just apply Corollary 2.6 to a, ).

8. Ingham [3, Theorem I] showed that if a is of locally bounded variation

then

(2.10) c7<2(l + ^±M)ez

( G < 20. if E is empty) for any complex number z such that

G_:=limsup|c     g(—z)\:<oo.
I—.00

When a is Lipschitz, (2.10) can be compared with (2.5), since Qx_ltj < N/x

(x > 0), so (2.10) gives G < 6N/d .
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3. The proofs

The proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 both involve the ideas established in [2],

but the estimates (3.1) and (3.2) below are more subtle, and the scaling function

hx and the semicircle yx of integration are more carefully chosen.

Proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. If a(t) = 0 whenever t > x , then \a\ is inte-

grable, g is entire analytic, and it is trivial that G = 0. Also, if a is constant,

then g = gt = 0, so G = 0. This permits us to make certain reductions.

(Alternatively, we could perform the following estimates more carefully.)

Assume that a is bounded on [t , oo), and take M' > M. We shall show

that

G<2Í- + max(p, l)j M'.

Since M' is arbitrary, Theorem 2.1 will follow. By adding a constant to a,

we may assume that limsup^^ \a(t)\ < M'. Then, by increasing x, we may

assume that \a(t)\ < M' whenever t > x. We may write a = ax+ a2, where

ax(t) = 0 whenever t > x, and |a2(/)| < M' whenever t < x. By our first

observation, we may assume that a = a2, so \a(t)\ < M' for all t, and we can

arrange that q(0) = 0.

For Re z = x > 0,

(3.i;

(g(z)- g,(z))e' -a (t ) + z
i:

-(s-t)z
a(s)ds

< M
X

For Re z = x < 0,

(3.2)

g,iz)e

< M

a(t) + z /  e~
Jo

'í' + fí)V       \x\)

(s-t)z
a(s)ds

(x < 0).

If t] = 0, then G < 2M (see Remark 5 at the end of §2), so we may assume

that t] ¿ 0. Let X > 0, X / 1 , and let yx be the circle \z\ = X\z - in\. This

is symmetrical about the y-axis, which it intersects at ic¡+ and i£_ , where

¿;±=Xt](X±l)-1 . On yx,

if)
X(z - itf) = ze      for some 8,

iXt]     _ Xt] (-sinô + i(X - cos 8))
1       „ib
X — e

«0,2

Z - It] =
itje

Ad

\X-e

dz _    -Xtje'

~d8~ iO-,2'X-eia au     (X-e'fi

Let yx   (resp.  y~ ) be the part of }>. lying in the right (resp. left) half-plane.
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Thus

{giz) - g,iz)) e

gtiz)e

<M'    l + l/
J6\

sin i

< M     1 + V-
je.

sin l

(z G yx

iz e 7,"

Let

For z in y.

A,(z)
X2(z-it])2

ne
A,(z) = l-<?"",        |A,(z)|=2|sin0|.

The semicircles yx+ and y¡~  correspond to values of 8 lying in intervals I+

and /~ each of which is either (0, n) or (n, 2n). Thus

J(z-in)

¡ hx(z)(g(z)-gl(z))e-—dz

< Í 2\sin8\M' ( 1

z - It]

|a - c   | \ \X - e
+

m

= 2M
r7t

Jo

sinö I

sinö

\1\     \X-e'e\2

+ 11 dd

dd

,(r+ 1 -22coso)ï

= 2A/'(2min(A, I) + Xn).

Similarly,

I/.-A,(z)*,(z)

,f(z-"/)

dz < 2M (2min(A, 1) + Att).

Now, suppose that X > max^, 1). Then the interval between £+ and {_

contains t] but does not contain 0 or any point of E . Let y2 be a fixed suitable

path from i£+ to ic¡_ lying in the left half-plane and in a suitable domain of

analyticity for g. (Note that y2 depends on A, but not on t.) Then yx+ and y2

form a closed contour around it] in a simply-connected domain not including

0, and yx~ and y2 form a closed contour including neither 0 nor it]. By

Cauchy's Theorem,
J(z-in)

gill) - g,iiri) = ¿ /"      A,(z) (*(*) - *,(*))
Z - It]

t(z-in)

dz

1j^x(z){g(z)-gfz))e—idz

ïnïLhx(z)g(z)

2tt

,'(z-in)

Z - it]

t(z-in)

ll-^W-rrjz«
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Since

s.
J(z-in)

hx(z)g(z)
It]

dz —> 0   as   t oo

by the Bounded Convergence Theorem, it follows that

limsup\g(in) - gfit])\ <2 [-+X )M .

Letting M' { M and X [ ma\(p, 1 ), Theorem 2.1 follows.

Now, we turn to the proof of Theorem 2.2. Let N' > N. As before, we

may assume that \a(s) - a(t)\ < N'\s - t\ for all s,t, so that (2.2), (2.3),

and (2.4) hold for some / with |/(s)| < A' for all 5. Now the estimate

G < 2N'/d follows from the method of Korevaar [5] and Zagier [11] applied

with /(/) replaced by e~mf(t) (see also [2, Lemma 3.1]). It is immediate that

supi>0 \g,(it])\ < oo for any regular point it], and hence that a is bounded if

0 is a regular point.

Now, assume in addition that a is bounded on [t , oo). Take M' > M. As

before, we may assume that \a(t)\ < M1 for all t. In view of Theorem 2.1, we

may suppose that p < 1 . Take X such that p < X < 1 . The interval between

<^+ and c¡_ contains 0 and every point of E, but it does not contain t]. Take

R> \t]\(l - X)~l , and let y0 be the circle \z - it]\ = R and y^ and yf be the

semicircles in the right and left half-planes, respectively. On y0 ,

„   id
z = it] + Re   ,

f°°       -tS-,)Z    r.     .      , , A'
(3.3)   \(g(z) - gt(z))e' e-(s-')zf(s)ds <

(3.4)

Let

On y,

\g,i*y i'e-{s-')zfi(s)ds
Jo

<

Reos 8

N'

R\cos8\

izey¡),

izeyf).

hJz) = 1 +
jz - ¿I)

R2

n
|A0(z)| < i +

R2(l -X)2

so

/ hfz)hx(z){g(z)-gt(z))
Jvî

t(z-iri)

^_hQ(z)hx(z)gt(z.

On y0, where z = it] + Re'  ,

\hfz)\ = 2|cos0|

R2a-x)2,

|A,(z)|<l +
X2R2

iR
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t(z-in)

Í hfz)hx(z){g(z)-gl(z))"-—-
Jy* z.       l r¡

n/2 I

2 cos 8\ 1 +

dz

X2R2rn/z

<

J-n/2

l_h0(z)hx(z)gl(z)Ç-^dz

(R-\t]\)2 I Rcos8

A'      ,.     2^A'
do =

R
1 +

X2R2

iR-\i\r
t(z-in)

<J-?fi + X2R2

(R

Let y2 be the union of suitable paths in the left half-plane, and in a suitable

domain of analyticity for g, joining i(t] + R) to i£ and ic¡_ to i(t] - R) (or

vice versa if t] < 0 ). (Note that y2 depends on X and R, but not on t.) Then

7q , yx+ , and y2 (with appropriate orientations) form a closed contour around

it] in a simply-connected domain not including 0, and yf , yx~ , and y2 form

a closed contour including neither 0 nor it]. By Cauchy's Theorem,

gih) - g,ii*l) = 75-7 / A0(z)A,(z) (giz) - giiz))
Z7t/ JyXuytuy,

_1
Yn1 hSuyt

h0(z)hx(z) {g(z) - g,(z))

fz-in)

Z - it]

t(z-in)

dz

dz

1

z - in

J(z-in)

f t(z-"ll

- h0(z)hx(z)g,(z)——d
' Jyñvy. z - it]ffz

Since

L
J(z-iri)

hJz)hAz)g(z)
Z-lt]

by the Bounded Convergence Theorem,

limsuo\g(it]) - gt(in)\
«—»oo

2

dz —► 0   as ? 00

<2 + l)MX[l + n 2A'
~2,+   R 1 +

A2/?2

R\l-XfJ       «   V       (Ä-I17DV

Letting R -» 00, A | //, and M' \ M, Theorem 2.2 follows.

Proof ofi Theorem 2.3. We assume that L is finite.   Take «5 > 0 such that

8\r\\ < 2n , and put

(3.5)
(0<t<S),(a(t)-a(O)

3 I a(t)-a(t-S) (t>3).
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Then fs is bounded on [t + â, oo), and its Laplace transform is

rS/•OO /*oo no roo

/    e~zlfs(t)dt=        a(t)e~z'dt-a(0)      e~zt dt - j    a(t-S)e~z'dt
Jo Jo Jo Js

/•oo

=  /     a
Jo

\   ~zl J.       a(0)/i -Sz\ ~àz   f*     ,..   -2Í j.
(t)e     dt-— (1-c     )-e       I    a(t)e     dt

z Jo

= (l-e
-Sz

£*>-*-¥}

1 -e
-Sz'

giz).

Thus the singular set of this function is contained in iE. Moreover, if t] ^ 0

and t > ô , hen

/ e~ivsfs(s)ds= f e~i,,sa(s)ds-a(0) [ e "* ds - [ e~'nsa(s-S)
Jo Jo Jo Jó

-inö   I —ins
I     e      a

Jt-6

ds

(l-e-l"S)

(s)ds

1 -e
-inö '

"!'.

It]

(3.6)

(3.7)

Let

+ e
-ins f'

Jt-

(gt(it])-e -ait))

e      a(s)ds

1    ■„ '" ) gfiri) + e~'n6 f   e'1"5 (a(s) - a(t)) ds.
l1      I Jt-ó

a6Ít) =   Í  fêiS) ds =   f      aiS) ds - Ôai°)-
Jo Jt-6

Then as is Lipschitz and bounded on [t + ô, oo), so Theorem 2.2 gives:

(3.8)

lim sup 1    L'" )(gtiill)-giifl))+e  Ín& t   e  ^ Ms) - a(t)) ds
lt1       j Jt-ö

( -min(p, l) + p)Ms,

where
Ms = inf lim sup |as(s) - a\

«JëC    t—>oo

inf lim sup
"EC    «-.oo

inf lim sup
<J€C     r^oo

(s) ds - Sa(0) - a
Jt-s

I    (a(s) - a
Jt-ô

(0)-ô   a)ds <5M.
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Thus

G<
t]ô

1 -e

As S |0,

so

-inö
min(p, 1) + p I À/ + limsup   sup    |a(.s)-a(r)|

Í—»OO       l-â<S<t

t]ô

1 -C
-i«ï<5 1 .

G < 2 ( - min(ü , 1 ) + p ) Af + L.

In the case when t] = 0, (3.6) is replaced by

f fig(s) ds = O(gf0) - ait)) + f   a(s) ds,
Jo Jt-Ö

and the result follows in a similar way.

In the case when E is empty, the first statement of Theorem 2.2 may be

applied to show that the limsup in (3.8) is zero, and it follows that G < L .

Proof of Theorem 2.4. To prove the modified versions of Theorems 2.1 and

2.2, one incorporates the additional ideas of Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 4.1 of

[2] into the proofs given above. Since the choice of A, and therefore of Ç± ,

is now determined by p , and hence by E', instead of p and E, the path

y2 is in each case modified by including a finite number of semicircles in the

right half-plane whose diameters are intervals in the imaginary axis whose total

length is arbitrarily small and which cover all points of E lying between the

endpoints of y2 (or one of its constituent parts). This ensures that g is analytic

throughout the interior of the contour. The integrand is modified by including

for each interval (i. - e. , <? + e ) a factor h (z) of the form

N2

A.(z) 1 +
iz - it,

in-SjY
i«-tj)2 + e2/'7'   f    Vl       '7'      '     7

The estimates are very similar to those given in [2], and the details are left to

the reader.

The modified version of Theorem 2.3 follows from that of 2.2, provided that

it can be shown that

sup   sup
y€E\E' t>0 f./()e 'ysfAs)ds < 00,

where fs  is defined by (3.5).  As in the proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, we

may assume that sup|çi,<(5 \a(s) - a(t)\ < oo . By (3.7),

./o
e  'ysfAs)ds <à\\gtiiy)\+    sup    \a(s)-a(t)

\ t-ö<s<t

and this is bounded, independently of / and y , by the assumptions on a .
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Proof of Corollary 2.5. Theorem 2.1 may be applied with a replaced by a,

(where a^(t) = gfiÇ), so that M = 0 ) and t] replaced by t] + Ç .

Proof of Corollary 2.6. This is the modified version of Theorem 2.3 in the case

that E' is empty and L = 0. Alternatively, Corollary 2.6 may be deduced

by applying the corresponding Tauberian theorem for Laplace transforms of

bounded functions [2, Theorem 4.1] to the functions 11 -

is defined by (3.5).

e-""fsit), where fis

4. Laplace transforms

Suppose that a is locally absolutely continuous and eventually Lipschitz, so

that (2.2), (2.3), and (2.4) hold, where / is eventually bounded, and A =

lim sup^^ |/"(r)|. Moreover,

G = lim sup
/'./o

e      fi(s)ds-g(it])

Replacing f(s) by e~>r,sf(s), we see that estimates on G show how close / is

to being conditionally integrable. Theorem 2.2 gives G < 2N/d , while Ingham's

estimate led to G < 6N/d (see §2). If we know that a is eventually bounded,

we can obtain another estimate on G from Theorem 2.2.

A further estimate may be obtained by adapting the techniques of [8, Theo-

rem 2.1], as follows.

Proposition 4.1. // a is Lipschitz on [x, oo) for some x > 0, then

(4.1) [ha + b\ + + l)(b-a]

LyeEiy -l)    , b = supy€E(y -t])      (a = b = 0 if E is empty).where a = inf

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we may assume that a(t) = /0' f(s) ds ,

where lintsup^^ |/(j)| = A. Let «5 > 0, o G R, and put

f e-'^'fit) (0<t<o),
Jöa - -i(a+n)t -l(a+n)(t-ö)

fi(t-S)    (t>ô).

gödZ) fit) dt-e
-ôz

e  ■    "7(0-

The Laplace transform of fSa is

-(z+it]+io)t
e

l0

= (1 -e~ z)g(z + it] + io).

The singular set of gôa is iEx , where Ex ç E - (t] + o). Moreover,

Jo

/•OO

t    eHz+in+ia)(t-S)mdt
Jó

lim sup
t—>oo

/    JöaJo
(s)ds

lim sup
I—.00

lim sup
t—»oo

i' e-'O+tofw ds _ f e-i(°+«)U-o)f{¡¡ _ ô) d$
Jo Js

fJ !-,

-i(a+n)s r,   ,   i
e fi(s) ds < NÖ.
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Now Theorem 2.2 gives

(4.2)

where

lim sup
t—*oo

p   = sup
yeE,

Jo

y
y + o

' föoiS)ds-göai-iö)

y-(o + t])

<[- + l)2Nôpa,

< sup
yeE

= sup
yeE

y-t]

a

y-t]
= max(|l - oa\, \l - ob\).

But

fe'asfiSa(s)ds= i'e~i"sfi(s)ds-e"'S f e"^ f(s - 5)ds
JO Jo Jo

= (l-e    ) f'e-i"sfiis)ds + eiaâ f
Jo Jt-<

sf(s)ds + eiao I    e-'"sfi(s)ds.
-s

Thus, if oô/2n £ Z,

G<2[ - + 1 ] A 5pa No

\i-e
iaö\ H -e iaö\

Letting ri I O gives:

^â(2(lr + 1K+1 (o ¿ 0).

Now we put o = 2(a + b)     . (If a + b = O, we use an approximation argument,

letting a —> oo .) Then

pa = max
2a

a + b

2 b

a + b

b - a

]a~+~b\'

G<N^(2(2- + l)^ + l
2      \   \7t       J \a + b\

= N(j\a + b\+^ + ljib-a)y

If, in obtaining (4.2), we had used the alternative estimate in Theorem 4.2, the

subsequent argument would have given the sharpest estimate by letting o —* oo,

and we would have recovered (2.5). To compare the estimates (2.5) and (4.1),

one should note that l/d = max(¿>, -a).

Example. Let a(t) = t, t] ± 0. Then g(z) = 1/z, E = {0} , N = 1, a = b =

—if , d = \t]\, and

\g,iin) - giin)\ =
ie

-int

The right-hand side of (2.5) is 2\r¡\   ' , while the right-hand side of (4.1) is
,  .-i
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When a is Lipschitz, (2.7) is automatically satisfied, and Corollary 2.6 re-

duces to the Tauberian theorem for Laplace transforms of bounded functions

given in [2, Theorem 4.1]. An alternative theorem, proved in a similar way [2,

Theorem 4.4], showed that G = 0 if a is Lipschitz, E is null, and, for each y

in E, g is bounded on {z e C : Rez > 0, |z- iy\ < ó } for some öy > 0. We

take this opportunity to acknowledge that this result could have been obtained

by a careful study of Ingham's method [3].

5. Power series

Let A(z) = Y^=oanz" De a power series with radius of convergence 1, and

m

q(0) = 0,        a(t) = Y^a„       (m<t<m+l).

put

(5.1)

Then

f! = 0

(Rez>0).g(z) = ^ane "z = h(e z)

n=0

Let F be the singular set of h in the unit circle Y. Then

Take A - "~">

£=jyeR:

"' G Y\F . Then

e"yGF
}-

p = sup
y&E

A
y-t]

=   sup
e-'yeF

y

y-t]
> 1

since E is nonempty and periodic.

Theorem 2.1 shows that if the partial sums (J2n=0an) are bounded, then

(5.2)

where

lim sup Efl/-*w
«1=0

I ̂  + p)M

M = inf lim sup
aGC    m—.00 5>-

«!=0

Ransford [8, Theorem 1.1] showed that

(5.3)

where

lim sup
m—>oo

EV-MA)
«î=0

<2M v,

M  = lim sup
/, m—»oo

Y^n
Z_v   n
n=l

v = sup
zeF

z- I

z-X

The important qualitative difference between (5.2) and (5.3) is that v may take

any nonnegative value (depending on the relative positions of 1 , A, and the
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points of F ), but the periodicity forces p > 1 . Theorem 2.1 took no account

of the periodicity which was built into the techniques of [8].

If (af) is bounded, then L = limsup^^ \af . Ransford [8, Theorem 2.1]
showed that

lim sup X>„A"-A(A)
«i=0

< 1 +

'      I L«'

a+b
1/2

+ 2(b' -a)

where

a' = inf Im (-r ) ,        b' = sup Im (-r ) .
zeF      \z-XJ z€F      \z-XJ

This is analogous to Proposition 4.1.

In its stated form, Corollary 2.6 is applicable to power series only if we

know, a priori, that an -* 0. But then a classical theorem of Riesz [9, 7.31]

implies immediately that ^fanXn converges to h(X) at all regular points A.

If we do not know that an —> 0, then we can deduce Theorem 4 of [ 1 ] from

the analogous Laplace transform result [2, Theorem 4.1] by the method used to

prove Theorem 2.3. Put

fit) = a„ (m < t < m + 1),

r' „ m_1

à(0 = /  fis)ds = V an + (t - m)am       (m < t < m + I]
Jo n~0

Then

giz)
/•OO

/   e~Ztfi
Jo

dt= I—e—\h(e-z).

The condition

(5.4) sup sup
C€F    N

E«nC"
n=0

< oo

implies that (af is bounded ( F is nonempty), so / is bounded, and

sup sup
yeE  ;>0 /'Jo

e 'yVis)ds < 00.

Moreover, E is null if F is null.  Under these conditions, [2, Theorem 4.1]

gives

N rN+l

Tan= f(t)dt->g(0) = h(l)   asA-oo.
r^        ^on=0

It is possible to modify Corollary 2.6 by assuming in (2.7) and (2.8) that

i-»oo through a sequence of values. This version of Corollary 2.6 does imply

Theorem 4 of [1].
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6. Dirichlet series

Let (an) >x be any sequence, and put

m

40) = 0,        a(t) = ^2—        (logm<t<log(m+l)).
«i=i

Then

*(z) = E-*7>
«i=i

\a(s)-a(t)\ = Y    =2-
es<n<e'

< Uu^Ki)(/'^+fi

sup   \an\ \(t-s + e   ).
\es<n<e' I

If (an) is bounded, it follows that L = 0.

For each regular point it], the results of §2 have the following consequences

for Dirichlet series.

Theorem 6.1. // [J2n=\ aJn)m>\  iS bounded, then

lim sup EÄ-se*)
«i=i

< 2 ( - + max(/z, 1) ) M,

where

M = inf lim sup
«îGC    m—»oo Z^ w«i=i

,    p = sup
yeE

y

y-n

Theorem 6.2. If {af)n>x is bounded and {Y^™=\anln)m>\ iJ bounded, then

lim sup
m—.oo

E4î-^
«=1

( -min(/i, l) + /i ) A/.

Theorem 6.3. If («„)„>, « bounded, E is null, and

sup sup
y€E m>\

< oo,

then

Y^Ajl.
¿^ l+i.
«i=i "

E "T+7Í -» SÍ''/)     asrn^'oo
«i=i

/or a// rç /« R\£ .

In the notation of Remark 8 at the end of §2, it is not difficult to see that

ev<-(limsup|tfj).
-*   \   n—»oo /
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Thus Ingham's Theorem gives, on letting x —► oo,

an

,1+"/
lim sup

m—>oo E-fe-^)
n=l "

< -j lim sup |a„
W       «—>c♦oo

In the case when E is empty, d may be taken arbitrarily large, and the con-

clusion of Theorem 6.3 follows (see also [7]).

Our results may be applied to more general Dirichlet series by taking a to

have steps at points other than t = log n .

1. C0-semigroups

Let AT = {T(t) : t > 0} be a C0-semigroup on a complex Banach space X,

with generator A , and let Sx and S2 be bounded linear operators on X . We

shall suppose that

o(A) ç {AeC:ReA<0}.

Suppose, for simplicity, that a is of locally bounded variation, and that

/oo
||r(0|| </*(/)< oo,

where v(t) is the total variation of a on [0, /]. We may then define a bounded

linear operator g(-A) by
roc

g(-A)= T(t)da(t).
Jo

This notation is consistent with the use of g as the Laplace-Stieltjes transform

of a and with the conventions concerning semigroups in the sense described

by the following examples.

If a(t) = -e~Xt/X, where ReA > 0, then
/•oo _

g(z)=        e~Á'e~z'dt = (X + zff
Jo

/•CO

g(-A)=        e-l'T(t)dt = (X-A)-\
Jo

a(t) =

If

then

0    (/<f0),

i (/>g,

g(z) = e~'°z,        g(-A) = T(t0) = e'°A.

The mapping  g >-> g(-A)  is an algebra isomorphism from the algebra of

Laplace-Stieltjes transforms g arising from suitable a (satisfying (7.1)) into

the algebra of bounded linear operators on X .

If a is given by (5.1), then
oo oo

g(z) = J2ane~"2'. g(-A) = J2a„T(Y)n.
n=0 n=0

Thus the following theorem is an analogue of [1, Theorem 5].
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Theorem 7.1. Suppose that sup/>0 ||5, r(r)52|| < oo,   f£°tdv(t) < oo, and

g(-z) = 0 for all z in a (A) n z'R. Then

Sxg(~A) (/„V*"T(s)ds-(in-A)       5 0

as t —» oo, for all t] in R with it] ^ a(A).

Proof. Let E x = {t] G R : it] G a (A)}. If g is identically zero, then g(-A) = 0

and the result is trivial. Otherwise, since g is the Laplace-Stieltjes transform

of a function of bounded variation, its zeros on the imaginary axis form a null

set, so Ex is null.

Let
/■OO

f(t) = Sxg(-A)T(t)S2= /     5,7Xí + 052úfa(í).
Jo

Then / is bounded, with Laplace transform

/

OO /    fOO

e'z'f(t)dt = S
/•OO

/     T(s) dais)

Sxg(-A)(z-A)   '5,

e ÁlT(t)dt)S2

Thus the singular set is contained in iEx—in particular it is null.

For t] in Ex ,

°-,w
rt poo

j e,,,sda(s) = - J    e">sda(s)

since g(-it]) = 0. Now

fermas
Jo

ft      /-OO

= /   /     e~'"sS]T(s + u)S2da(u)ds
Jo Jo

= r i'e-",{s+u)SxT(s + u)S2dse"'uda(u)
Jo   Jo

OO      rU+t

ISJO     Ju

irju
e  "aSxT(s)S2dse ' da(u

rt +t

= lim   /      e~"'sSxT(s)S2dsa_ it)
t'—»OO ii' ^

- lim  f (e in(u+t)SxT(u + t')S2-e ">uSxT(u)S2)a_lu)du

rt'

= -lim   /   (e  "l(u+')SxT(u + t)S2-e ""'SxT(u)S2)a_(u)du
«'-»ooJo
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using integration by parts and the facts that SxT(s)S2 is bounded and a_ (t

0 as i - oo . If M = supj>0 ||5, T(s)S2\\,

fJo
e~""f(s)ds

roo

<2M       \a_(u)\du
Jo        n

/»OO      rOO rOC

<2M /     /    dv(s)du<2M       sdv(s)
Jo     Ju Jo

which is finite and independent of t and t]. Thus the conditions of [2, Theorem

4.1 ] are satisfied, and the result follows immediately.

Corollary 7.2. Suppose that sup(>0 ||5,r(0|| < oo, /0°° tdv(t) < oo, and g(—z)

= 0 fior all z in a (A) n z'R. Then Sxg(-A)T(t) —» 0 strongly as t —► oo.

Proof. Choose t] so that it] £ a (A). By Theorem 7.1,

fJo
e "l3Sxg(-A)T(s)ds

converges in norm and hence strongly as t —> oo. But

-in(s+u)
Sxg(-A)T(s + u)x-e  ""Sxg(-A)T(s)x

< \\Sxg(-A)T(s)\\\\e-""T(u)x - x\\ < M\\g(-A)\\\\e-""T(u)x - x\\,

so the integrand is uniformly strongly continuous. Hence the integrand tends

to zero strongly.

Suppose that /0°° tdv(t) < oo, g(-z) = 0 for all z in a (A) n /R, and

sup(>0 ||5[ 7X0*11 is finite for some x . Either by applying Theorem 7.1 with 52

an operator of rank one with 52* = x, or by repeating the proof of Theorem

7.1 with f(t) = Sxg(-A)T(t)x , one can see that

Sxg(-A) e    ' T(s)ds-(it]-A) 0

as Moo for all real t] with it] <£ a (A)

Example. Suppose that a (A) n z'R is a finite set, say {z'm  : j = 1,

t, >0, ReA,>0   (j=l,...,k),

k). Let

j        ' j

gxiz) = hie->>z-e^>),     g2(z) = flZ-^¡i.
7=1 7=1 J

Then gx  and g2 are both Laplace-Stieltjes transforms, arising from convolu-

tions of measures given by

•0 (Z = 0),

aj(t)=\ -e'"'1'       i0< t<tj),

, 1-e'Vj   (r>iy.),

and

jW    \ l + (l-ii/;/^)e-V   (/>0),
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respectively. Furthermore

k

gx(-A) = H(T(tJ)-e"1'1'),

7=1

k k

g2i~A) = tl^j - AMj -Ayi=f[(l + iirij - Xj)(X] - A)'1).
7=1 7=1

Corollary 7.2 shows that if ||5,7X0|| is bounded, then SxT(t)gf-A) - 0

strongly (r = 1,2).

If the residual spectrum Ro(A) of A contains no point of the imaginary axis

z'R, then Ro(T(tf) contains no point of the unit circle T,and (X--it]f~   £

Ro((Xj- A)~l). It follows that gf-A) has dense range ( r = 1,2), and hence

that 5,7(0 -» 0 strongly if ||5, T(t)\\ is bounded.
The final conclusion of this example extends to the case when o(A) n z'R is

countably infinite (and Ro(A) n z'R is empty). The argument of [2, §3] shows

that 5,7X0' —0 strongly if ||5,r(z)|| is bounded. Lyubich and Phong [6] have

given an independent proof of the stability theorem in [2], but their argument

does not seem to extend to the case when 5, and T(t) do not commute.

If a(A)niR is empty and ||5,r(Z)52|| is bounded, then the Korevaar-Zagier

version of Ingham's Theorem (see Theorem 2.2), with a(t) = SxT(t)A~ S2 =

Jl)SxT(t)S2ds + SxA~iS2, gives ||5,r(Z)^"152|| - 0. Nevertheless, it does

not follow that 5, T(t)S2 — 0 strongly. In the setting of Example 2.5b) of [2],

X = c0, supf>0 ||7"(f)y|| < oo but limsup^^ ||r(Z)y|| > 0, for some y. We

may then take 5, = / and 52 to be an operator of rank one with 52y = y.

The same example on the Hubert space / has similar properties. However, we

do have the following result for reflexive spaces.

Proposition 7.3. Suppose that X is reflexive, a (A) n z'R is countable,

and Pa (A) D z'R is empty. Then T(t)x —> 0 weakly for each x such that

sup(>0 ||r(Z)x|| < oo. Furthermore, there is a net (Tf in the convex hull of

{T(t) : t > 0} such that \\Tax\\ — 0 for all such x.

Proof. The dual semigroup on X* is strongly continuous with generator A*,

and o(A*) = a (A), Ra(A*) = Pa (A). Let <j> be a nonzero functional in

X*, and define an operator 5, on X* by Sxy/ = \p(x)qb. Then ||5,7(Z)*|| =

||7X0jv||||<7j|| . Applying the remarks above to the dual semigroup, it follows that

||5,7X0* Vll — 0 f°r au* ¥ > so ¥ iTit)x) —► 0. The final statement is a standard

Hahn-Banach argument.

8. Single operators

Let T be a bounded linear operator on X with spectral radius 1 , and let

5, and 52 be any bounded linear operators on X . From a slight modification

of [1, Theorem 5], we can easily obtain the following.
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Proposition 8.1. Suppose that the peripheral spectrum of T, o(T)nY, isafinite

set {Xx, ... ,Xk} and that supn ||5, T(t)S2\\ < oo. Then

(8.1) ||5.(Ai-r)---(A¿-r)rn52||-0       as   n^oc.

Proof. Let

fi(z) = Sx(Xx-T)---(Xk-T)(l-zT)~]S2

= JTSx(Xx-T)---(Xk-T)TnS2zn        (\z\<l).
n=0

As in the proof of [1, Theorem 5], it is easily verified that (8.2) converges in

norm for any z in r\fj(7). Now (8.1) follows.

We may also obtain the following analogues of results of §7.

1. If a(T)f)Y is countable, Ra(T)nY is empty, and supj|5,r"|| < oo,

then 5, T" — 0 strongly.

2. There is an operator T on I with spectral radius 1, a(T)CiY = {1},

1 £ Ro(T)uPo(T), and a vector x in /   suchthat 0 < limsup^^ ||r"x|| <

00.

3. Suppose that X is reflexive, a(T) n Y is countable, and Pa(T) D Y

is empty. Then Tnx —> 0 weakly for each x such that sup ||r"*|| < oo.

Furthermore, there is a net (T ) in the convex hull of {T"\ such that IIT x\\ —

0 for all such x .
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